
Contact us on

+49 (0) 212 380 89 0  

or at RESTPOSTEN.de

Be surest with  
online wholesale!  

Our top supplier seal ensures 
reputability and security when it 
comes to e-commerce.

 Benefit from 
 outstanding 
 performance. 

Five advantages – one seal

Advantage 1: the top supplier seal has been exclusively  
designed for our platform‘s security and reliability so as to 
build up buyer’s trust in our professionally and excellently  
organized e-commerce.

Advantage 2: a top supplier with RESTPOSTEN.de really  
is just that – a top supplier. Our main seal is only awarded  
if if the supplier has qualified and received all four sub seals.  
It represents a genuine trust and quality criteria for buyers.

Advantage 3: the criteria for awarding a top supplier seal 
are rigorous. Those wishing to receive the ‘accessibility and 
response time" sub seal will only do so if they achieve a 
"very good" or "good" rating. In e-commerce time is money 
and these seals mean you reach your goals faster.

Advantage 4: there is no need to search around for the top 
supplier seal. When looking for a deal, the seal is easy to see – 
in the list of search results, on the supplier‘s product detail 
pages, in the supplier’s showroom as well as in other locations.

Advantage 5: our certification is designed to increase your 
trust in a supplier. That is why the top supplier seal reveals 
important information and offers additional security. Checks 
are made on key criteria relating to the reliability of your  
potential business partner’s market performance. And 
should dealings not run as smoothly as wished, our security  
department will support you free-of-charge in the mediation 
between you and the supplier.

 The quality seal  
 for top shopping  
 at top suppliers. 

 Reliable  
 protection for  
 your business 

Buyers‘ brochureThe wholesale marketplace

=

1  According to a test conducted by the "InternetHandel.de" online magazine (6/2012 issue) RESTPOSTEN.de 
was rated among the top 5 of 16 German-language wholesale platforms.

2  Based on test results conducted by the "InternetHandel.de" online magazine (6/2012 issue), according 
to visitor evaluation of 16 German-language wholesale marketplaces, the results showed that  
RESTPOSTEN.de is the one with by far the widest coverage. 

3  Based on test results conducted by the "InternetHandel.de" online magazine (3/2011 issue) after  
measuring online penetration of 11 sector platforms using tools such as Google Trends, Google Insight 
and Alexa Daily Reach throughout 2010.

4  According to test results conducted by the "Auktionsideen.de" online magazine (8/2009 issue), based 
on attendance analysis of 10 sector platforms using Google Trends.

5  According to tests conducted by the online magazine "Auktionsideen.de" (in 8/2009, 8/2008, 8/2007, 
8/2006 and 8/2005 issues), it ranked No. 2 in the 10 most-rated German wholesale platforms.
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Recipient of regular awards!

Your partner for wholesale 
purchasing.
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Second qualification:  
Address verification 

At irregular intervals our security team sends written 
communications to active suppliers to their given address. 
A security code is also sent and used to activate the sub 
seal which you, as buyer, can find for example on website 
sides showing offers. This is a trustworthy indicator that 
your business partner is an active and reliable professional 
market participant.

Fourth qualification: 
Accessibility and response time 

If you have found an attractive commodity, you will want  
to conclude the transaction quickly. This sub seal shows 
whether your business partner was accessible to a  
RESTPOSTEN.de trial request or alternatively has responded 
within 24 hours. This is a clear sign that you can reach your 
goal quickly by means of a personal business contact.

Third qualification: 
Goods inspection possible  

You may, when shopping online, wish to examine the 
merchandise in reality. This sub seal informs you that the 
supplier has the article in stock and enables an inspection. 
For you, this is a sure sign that your business partner  
is a professional dealer with a warehouse.

First qualification:  
Financial rating 

The supplier‘s financial standing is checked by an established 
credit-reference agency. The credit assessment is not allowed 
to contain any current negative comments or a warning about 
business relationships. The date of our most recent financial 
rating is shown on the seal. The economic data submitted for 
assessment may not be older than two years. So as to retain 
the seal, the credit rating via the platform has to be repeated 
each year. For you this is an infallible sign indicating a  
successful business partner when it comes to finances.

 Trust building for 
successful business. 

✔

✔

✔

✔

The test for everyone.  
Top supplier seal for the best!

The RESTPOSTEN.de top supplier seal is a platform- 
specific certification. As wholesale purchasing is an important 
matter, we certify all active suppliers in various areas as to 
ensure you can shop safely. With each offer made, you can 
see the qualifications every supplier has acquired. Only the 
best suppliers on our platform receive the top supplier’s 
award.
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+49 (0) 212 380 89 0  

or at RESTPOSTEN.de

Be surest with  
online wholesale!  

Our top supplier seal ensures 
reputability and security when it 
comes to e-commerce.

 Benefit from 
 outstanding 
 performance. 

Five advantages – one seal

Advantage 1: the top supplier seal has been exclusively  
designed for our platform‘s security and reliability so as to 
build up buyer’s trust in our professionally and excellently  
organized e-commerce.

Advantage 2: a top supplier with RESTPOSTEN.de really  
is just that – a top supplier. Our main seal is only awarded  
if if the supplier has qualified and received all four sub seals.  
It represents a genuine trust and quality criteria for buyers.

Advantage 3: the criteria for awarding a top supplier seal 
are rigorous. Those wishing to receive the ‘accessibility and 
response time" sub seal will only do so if they achieve a 
"very good" or "good" rating. In e-commerce time is money 
and these seals mean you reach your goals faster.

Advantage 4: there is no need to search around for the top 
supplier seal. When looking for a deal, the seal is easy to see – 
in the list of search results, on the supplier‘s product detail 
pages, in the supplier’s showroom as well as in other locations.

Advantage 5: our certification is designed to increase your 
trust in a supplier. That is why the top supplier seal reveals 
important information and offers additional security. Checks 
are made on key criteria relating to the reliability of your  
potential business partner’s market performance. And 
should dealings not run as smoothly as wished, our security  
department will support you free-of-charge in the mediation 
between you and the supplier.

 The quality seal  
 for top shopping  
 at top suppliers. 

 Reliable  
 protection for  
 your business 

Buyers‘ brochureThe wholesale marketplace

=

1  According to a test conducted by the "InternetHandel.de" online magazine (6/2012 issue) RESTPOSTEN.de 
was rated among the top 5 of 16 German-language wholesale platforms.

2  Based on test results conducted by the "InternetHandel.de" online magazine (6/2012 issue), according 
to visitor evaluation of 16 German-language wholesale marketplaces, the results showed that  
RESTPOSTEN.de is the one with by far the widest coverage. 

3  Based on test results conducted by the "InternetHandel.de" online magazine (3/2011 issue) after  
measuring online penetration of 11 sector platforms using tools such as Google Trends, Google Insight 
and Alexa Daily Reach throughout 2010.

4  According to test results conducted by the "Auktionsideen.de" online magazine (8/2009 issue), based 
on attendance analysis of 10 sector platforms using Google Trends.

5  According to tests conducted by the online magazine "Auktionsideen.de" (in 8/2009, 8/2008, 8/2007, 
8/2006 and 8/2005 issues), it ranked No. 2 in the 10 most-rated German wholesale platforms.
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Recipient of regular awards!

Your partner for wholesale 
purchasing.
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One of the  
best wholesale  
marketplaces 20121

INTERNETHANDEL 06/2012 
ranked among the top five recommended.

Wholesale  
marketplace with  
widest coverage 20103

INTERNETHANDEL 03/2011 
based on online penetration.

Wholesale  
marketplace with  
widest coverage 20122  

INTERNETHANDEL 06/2012 
based on evaluation of visitor numbers.

Germany‘s 

top sector 
platform4

AUKTIONSIDEEN 8/2009 
ACCORDING TO GOOGLE TRENDS.
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